
CHAPTER Ill 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

The discussion in this chapter focuses on data presentation and 

analysis. The data are the transcribed speech of the three people with cleft 

lip and those with cleft palate. They are analyzed based on the similarities 

and d ifferences. 

3.1. DATA PRESENTATION 

3.1.1. CLEFT LIP 

The transcribed speech of the informants of cleft lip is divided 

into two: the data of informants A 1 and A3 and the data of informant A2. 

3.1.1.1. DATA OF INFORMANTS A1 AND A3 

Table 3.1 . 1 .  

Data of informants A 1 and A3 

Words 

ekor (tail ) 

sore ( afternoon ) 
ram es ( provide with a mixture ) 

saudara (relative ) 

Sound produced 

[ ekol ] 
r sole 1 
[ lamas ] 
[ sodala ] 
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Table above shows a phoneme, which is substituted by A1 and A3. The 

phoneme apiko alveolar Ir/ is substituted by apiko alveolar /I/ in initial, 

medial and final position. 

The word 'rames' is pronounced [lamas] 

The word 'sore' is pronounced [sole] 

The word 'ekor' is pronounced [ekOI] 

From the table we can also see that informants A1 and A3 replace: 

/au/ in initial position with /o/ in saudara and pronounce it [sodala). 

/au/ in final position with /0/ in lampau and pronounce it [lampO]. 

Informants A 1 and A3 are unable to pronounce diphthong /au/ in initial and 

final position. 

3.1.1.2. DATA OF INFORMANT A2 

Table 3. 1 .2. 

Data of informant A2 

Word 

knife 

mata e e) 
batu stone 
sebab (because ) 

Sound produced 

misau 
[ sam1] ___ . .  

ta tam 
ma ta 
ma tu 

[ samam ] 
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sombong 

fakir 
kafan 

towaf 

zaman 
azas 
rames 

sore 
lama 
nilai 
amal 

Word 

(arrogant ) 

( fJOOr) 
(shroud of unbleached 
cotton ) 
( ceremony of 
circumambulation of the 
Ka 'bah in Mecca seven 
times) 
( period, epoch ) 
( princiole ) 
( provide with a mixture ) 

�fter:IJOOfJJ 
_________ 

( lonQ) 
(value) 
(charity ) 
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Sound produced 

[ som:mol')] 
[ wak1: ] 
[ kawan ] 

[ towaw ] 

[ jaman J 
[ ajas 1 
[ amas] 

[___J so:e] 
[ ariia ]--�--
[ ni:ai] 
[ ama: ] 

The table above shows phonemes, which are substituted by informant A2: 

Phoneme bilabial /p/ is substituted by nasalized bilabial /m/ in initial 

and medial positions. 

The word 'pisau' is pronounced [misau]. 

The word 'sapi' is pronounced [sam1]. 

Phoneme bilabial /p/ is substituted by bilabial /m/ in final position. 

The word 'tatap' is pronounced [tatam]. 

Phoneme bilabial /m/ is substituted by nasalized bilabial /m/ in initial 

and medial position. 

The word 'mata' is pronounced [mata]. 

The word 'rames' is pronounce [amas) 
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Phoneme bilabial /b/ is substituted by nasalized bilabial /m/ in initial 

and medial positions. 

The word 'batu' is pronounced [matu]. 

The word 'sebab' is pronounced [samam]. 

Phoneme bilabial /b/ is substituted by bilabial /m/ in final position. 

The word 'sebab' is pronounced [samam]. 

The word 'sombong' is pronounced [sOm:mOng). 

Phoneme labiodental /fl is substituted by labiodental /w/ in initial, 

medial and final position. 

The word 'fakir' is pronounced [waki]. 

The word ' kafan' is pronounced [kawan]. 

The word 'towaf is pronounced [towaw]. 

Phoneme lamino alveolar /z/ is substituted by medio palatal /j/ in 

initial and medial position. 

The word 'zaman' is pronounced Daman]. 

The word 'azas' is pronounced [ajas]. 

The table also shows that phoneme· apiko alveolar Ir/ and phoneme apiko 

alveolar Ill are deleted in initial, medial and final position: 

The word 'rames' is pronounced [amas). 

The word 'sore' is pronounced [so:e]. 
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The word 'fakir' is pronounced [waki] . 
.., 

The word 'lama' is pronounce [ama] 

The word 'nilai' is pronounce [ni:ai] 

The word 'amal' is pronounce [ama:] 

3.1.2. CLEFT PALATE 
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All informants of cleft palate produce the same sound. 

Table 3 . 1 .3. 

Data of informants of cleft palate 

Word Sound produced 

ikan (fish ) [ iflal') ] 
pisau (knife ) [ miflau ] 
sapi (cow ) [ flam1 1  
sore ( afternoon ) [ flofle ] 
iseng ( do something for fun ) [ i flal') J 

-- -

ma ta (eye ) [ mafla ] 
ma lam (night ) [ maham ] 
ram es ( provide with a mixture) [ flafiia: ] 
tipe (type ) [ nima 1 
ada (be ) [ ana] 
dari (from ) [ iiahi) 
masuk (enter ) [ mahu? ] 
obat (medicine) [ oma? ] 
titik ( period, dot ) [ flihi? J 
tatap (look at ) [ flanam ] 
bola (ball ) [ moha 1 
sebab (because ) [ flamam ] 
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Word Sound produced 

fakir (poor ) [ hah1: ] 
kafan ( shroud of unbleached [ hahar)] 

cotton) 
towaf ( ceremony of [ hoflaU ] 

circumambulation of the 
Ka'bah in Mecca seven 

.___ times L 
-·------· 

zaman ( period, epoch ) [ tiamarJ J 
azas ( principle ) I aha: ] 
cari (look for ) [ flah1 ] 
cacar (smallpox ) [ haha: ] 
gali (dig ) [ r)ahi] 
pagi (morning ) ( mar)I) 
gudeg ( young jackfruit cooked [ 11una?] 

in coconut mi/Jc with 
spices ) 

yakin ( convinced ) [ liah11J ] 
wayang (puppet ) [ flafla11] 
nilai (value ) [ niflai l 
anak (child) r ana? 1 
lama (long ) ( liama J 
amal { charitv) r ama: 1 
jari (finger ) [ hahi ] 
baju {shirt ) [ maflu ] 

The table above shows: 

Phoneme bilabial /p/ is substituted by nasalized bilabial /m/ in initial 

and medial position. 

The word 'pisau' is pronounced [miflau]. 
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The word 'sapi' is pronounced [nami]. 

Phoneme bilabial /p/ is substituted by bilabial /m/ in final position. 

The word 'tatap' is pronounced [nanam) 
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Phoneme bilabial /b/ is substituted by nasalized bilabial Im/ in initial 

and medial position. 

The word 'bola' is pronounced [mona]. 

The word 'obat' is pronounced [oma?]. 

Phoneme bilabial /b/ is substituted by bilabial /m/ in final position. 

The word 'sebab' is pronounced [flamam) 

Phoneme bilabial /m/ is substitute by nasalized bilabial /ml in initial 

and medial position. 

The word 'mata' is pronounced [mafla] 

The word 'lama' is pronounced [flama) 

Phoneme dorsovelar /kl is substituted by murmured laringal /Ii/ in 

initial and medial position. 

The word 'kafan' is pronounced [flaflal')] 

The word 'ikan' is pronounced [iflal)]. 

Phoneme dorsovelar /kl is substituted by glottal /?/ in final position. 

The word 'masuk' is pronounced [maflu?]. 
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Phoneme dorsovelar /g/ is substituted by dorsovelar /fl/ in initial and 

medial position. 

The word 'gali' is pronounced (r]ahi] 

The word 'pagi' is pronounced [mar]i} 

Phoneme dorsovelar /g/ is substituted by glottal /?/ in final position. 

The word 'gudeg' is pronounced [r]una?} 

Phoneme apiko dental /tl is substituted by murmured laringal /hi in 

initial and medial position. 

The word 'titik' is pronounced [hihi?) 

The word 'tatap' is pronounced [haham] 

Phoneme apiko dental ltl is substituted by glottal /?/ in final position. 

The word 'obat' is pronounced [oma?] 

Phoneme apiko palatal /d/ is substituted by nasalized apiko alveolar 

In/ 

The word 'dari' is pronounced [nahi} 

The word 'ada' is pronounced [ana] 

Phoneme lamina alveolar Isl is substituted by murmured laringal /fl/ 

in initial and medial position. 

The word 'sore' is pronounced [hohe] 
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The word 'iseng' is pronounced [ihal)] 

Phoneme !amino alveolar /s/ is eliminated in final position. 

The word 'rames' is pronounced [hama:] 
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Phoneme !amino alveolar /z/ is substituted by murmured laringal /h/ 

in initial and medial position. 

The word 'zaman '  is pronounced (hama11] 

The word 'azas' is pronounced [aha:] 

Phoneme apiko alveolar /r/ is substituted by murmured laringal /fl/ in 

initial and medial position. 

The word 'rames' is pronounced [flama:] 

The word 'dari' is pronounced [fiani] 

Phoneme apiko alveolar /r/ is eliminated in final position. 

The word 'fakir' is pronounced [hafu) 

Phoneme apiko alveolar /I/ is substituted by murmured laringal /fl/ in 

initial and medial position . 

The word 'lama' is pronounced [liama] 

The word 'bola' is pronounce [molia] 
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Phoneme apiko alveolar /I/ is eliminated in final position. 

The word 'amal' is pronounced [ama:] 
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Phoneme apiko alveolar /n/ is substituted by nasalized apiko alveolar 

In/ in initial and medial position. 

The word 'nilai' is pronounced [niftai] 

The word 'anak' is pronounced [ana?] 

Phoneme apiko alveolar In/ is substitute by dorsovelar /r]/ in final 

position. 

The word 'zaman' is pronounced [ftamar]} 

The word 'yakin' is pronounced [ftaft1r)] 

Phoneme labiodental /f/ is substituted by murmured laringal /ft/ in 

initial and medial position. 

The word 'fakir' is pronounced [ftaftl:] 

The word 'kafan' is pronounced [flaftal)] 

Phoneme labiodental /f/ is substituted by back-high-lower vowel /U/ 

in final position. 

The word 'towar is pronounced [ftoflaU] 

Phoneme labiodental /w/ is substituted by murmured laringal /hi in 

initial and medial position. 
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The word 'wayang' is pronounced [hahaf)] 

The word 'towar is pronounced [hohaU] 

Phoneme medic palatal /cl is substituted by murmured laringal /h/ ini 

initial and medial position. 

The word 'cart' is pronounced [hafli] 

The word 'cacar' is pronounced [haha:] 

Phoneme medio palatal /j/ is substituted by murmured laringal /hi in 

initial and medial position. 

The word 'jari' is pronounced [hahi] 

The word 'baju' is pronounced [mahu] 

3.2. DATA ANALYSIS 

3.2.1. SIMILARITIES 

Informants of cleft lip and cleft palate have some similarities in 

producing sounds of: 

Bilabial Ip/ (voiceless bilabial stop) 

Bilabial /b/ (voiced bilabial stop) 

Bilabial /ml (voiced bilabial nasal) 
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3.2.1.1. BILABIAL /p/ (VOICELESS BILABIAL STOP) 
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Phoneme bilabial Ip/ or voiceless bilabial stop, which is 

produced by moving the tongue and lips together, can be pronounced 

correctly by informants A 1 and A3 of cleft lip. However, the phoneme is 

failed to be pronounced by informants A2 of cleft lip since the cleft in her 

lip is greater than those in informants A 1 and A3 and it affects the nasal 

cavity quite a lot. 

Phoneme bilabial Ip/ is also failed to be pronounced by 

informants 81 , 82 and 83 of cleft palate. In  the formation of phoneme /p/, 

the lips come together but the cleft made the soft palate cannot shut off 

the nasal tract and is not able to prevent air from going out through the 

nose. This made the sound becomes nasal. The lips then come apart 

again when phoneme /p/ is fol lowed by a vowel. That's why they substitute 

nasalized bilabial /ml for voiceless bilabial stop /p/ when it occurs in initial 

and medial position. When it occurs in final position, they substitutes 

voiced bilabial nasal /m/ for it. 

Table 3.2. 1 . 1 .  

Bilabial /p/ (voiceless bilabial stop) 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

pisau (knife) [ pisO] [ miflau ] 

[ misau] 
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Words Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

sapi (cow) [ sapi ] 

[ sam1 ]  

tatap (look at) [ tatap ] 

[ tatam ] 

3.2.1.2. BILABIAL /b/ (VOICED BILABIAL STOP) 

r nafru J 

[ haham 1 

Phoneme bilabial /b/ or voice bilabial stop that is produced by 

moving the tongue and lips together, is well produced by informants A 1 

and A3 of cleft lip. Informants A2 of cleft lip and 81 , 82 and 83 of cleft 

palate are unable to pronounce it. They produce nasalized bilabial /m/ 

instead of voiced bilabial stop /b/ when it occurs in the initial and medial 

positions. When the voiced bilabial /b/ occurs in final position, they 

substitute phoneme bilabial /m/ or voiced bilabial nasal for it. 

The reason for the substitution is the same with the substitution 

happened in phoneme voiceless bilabial /p/. Although in normal way of 
-

pronouncing phoneme voiced bilabial /b/ there is vibration of the vocal 

cords, it doesn't affect the sound produced. 
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Table 3.2.1 .2. 

Bilabial /b/ (voiced bilabial stop) 

Words Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

batu (stone) [ batu ] [ matu ] 
[ matu ] 

sombong (arrogant) [ sombor) ] [ flom:mor) J 

[ som:mor) ] 
sebab (because) [ sabab ] 

l'J 
[ namam ] 

[ samam ] 

3.2.1.3. BILABIAL /m/ (VOICED BILABIAL NASAL) 

Informants A 1 and A3 of cleft lip are able to produce phoneme 

bilabial Im/ or voiced bilabial nasal, while informants A2 of cleft lip and 81 , 

82 and 83 of cleft palate are unable to produce it correctly. 

The phoneme, which is produced by moving the tongue and lips 

together, is substituted by nasalized bilabial Im/ by informants A2 of cleft 

lip and 81 , B2 and 83 of cleft palate when it occurs in initial and medial 

positions. They are able to pronounce voiced bilabial nasal when it occurs 

in final position. 

Same as above explanation for the substitution of phoneme 

voiceless bilabial Ip/ and voiced bilabial /b/, the presence of cleft affects 

the sound produced. In the formation of phoneme bilabial nasal Im/ by 

informants of cleft palate, the state of soft palate is down so that the air 
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from lungs goes through the nasal cavity. The reminder air goes through 

the oral cavity, or mouth, but since the soft palate, as the control, has cleft, 

most of the air goes straight through the nasal cavity. 

Table 3.2.1 .3. 

Bilabial /m/ (voiced bilabial nasal) 

Words Sound produced 

mata (eye) 

rames (provide with 
a mixture) 

malam (night) 

3.2.2. DIFFERENCES 

Informants of cleft lip 

[ mata ] 

[ mata 1 
[ lamas ] 

[ amas 1 

[ malam ] 

[ ma:am 1 

Informants of cleft palate 

[ mafia 1 

,., [ f'lama: ] 

[ maf'lam ] 

There are some differences in sounds produced by informants 

of cleft lip and those of cleft palate. All informants of cleft lip are able to 

produce the phonemes below, except for informants A 1 and A3 of cleft lip 

who are unable to produce diphthong. The differences include: 

Dorsovelar /kl (voiceless velar stop) 

Dorsovelar /g/ (voiced velar stop) 

Apiko dental /U (voiceless alveolar stop) 
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Apiko dental /d/ (voiced alveolar stop) 

Lamino alveolar /sf (voiceless alveolar fricative) 

Lamino alveolar lzl (voiced alveolar fricative) 

Apiko alveolar Ir! (voiced alveolar trill) 

Apiko alveolar /I/ (voiced alveolar lateral) 

Apiko alveolar Inf (voiced alveolar nasal) 

Labio dental /fl (voiceless labiodental fricative) 

Labio dental lwl (voiced labial-velar approximant) 

Medio palatal /cl {voiceless palatal affricate) 

Medio palatal /j/ (voiced palatal affricate) 

Diphthong /au/ 

3.2.2.1. DORSOVELAR /kl (VOICELESS VELAR STOP) 
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Informants of cleft lip are able to produce phoneme dorsovelar 

!kl correctly, but informants of cleft palate are unable to produce phoneme 

dorsovelar /kl or voiceless dorsovelar plosive. 

Informants of cleft palate tend to substitute other sounds for it. 

Placing the tongue tip against the lower teeth and the back of the tongue 

produces the phoneme and the back of the tongue makes contact with the 

soft palate, which in this case has a cleft on it. The soft palate is then 

raised against the back wall of the pharynx tries to stop the air to nasal 

tract As the result of the incomplete soft palate, phoneme dorsovelar /kl 
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cannot be produced. When phoneme dorsovelar /k/ occurs in initial and 

medial position, they substitute murmured laringal /fl/ for it. When 

voiceless dorsovelar plosive occurs in final position , they substitute a 

voiced glottal plosive /?/ for it. 

Table 3.2.2. 1 . 

Dorsovelar /kl (voiceless alveolar stop) 

Words Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

kafan ( kafan ) [ flaflal) ] 
(shroud of unbleached 

cotton) 
[ kawan ] 

ikan (fish) [ ikan ] [ iflal) ] 
[ ikan ] 

masuk (enter) [ masu? ] ,.., 
[ mahu? ] 

[ masu? 1 

3.2.2.2. DORSOVELAR /g/ (VOICED VELAR STOP) 

Phoneme dorsovelar /g/ is produced by back of the tongue and 

back of the soft palate. The back of the tongue is raised so that it touches 

the velum, or soft palate. Informants of cleft lip can produce the sound well 

while informants of cleft palate have difficulty in pronounce it. The soft 

palate tries to make a velic closure but the air can stil l  goes through the 
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nasal tract from the narrow passage between vocal cords, which are the 

state of a voiced sound. The sound produced becomes dorsovelar nasal 

/f]/. Phoneme dorsovelar /g/, or voiced velar stop, is substituted by 

phoneme dorsovelar lrj/ when it occurs in initial and medial position. When 

voiced dorsovelar stop occurs in final position, it is substituted by a voiced 

glottal plosive /?/. 

Table 3.2.2.2. 

Dorsovelar /g/ (voiced velar stop) 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

gali (dig) [ gali ] [ riani J 
[ gali 1 

pagi (morning) [ pa91 ] [ mari1 J 
[ magi 1 

gudeg [ gudag 1 [ J)una? J 
(young jackfruit cook-
ed in coconut milk [ gudag ] 

with spices) 

3.2.2.3. APIKO DENTAL /tl (VOICELESS ALVEOLAR STOP) 

Informants of cleft lip pronounce phoneme apiko dental IU 

correctly in all positions. On the other hand, informants of cleft palate are 

not able to pronounce it well. They tried to make the sound by placing the 
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tongue in the front teeth or alveolar ridge and the incomplete soft palate 

lets the air through the nasal cavity. 

Those informants substitute murmured laringal /h/ for phoneme 

apiko dental /U, or voiceless alveolar stop, in initial and medial position. 

When a voiceless alveolar stop occurs in final position, it is substituted by 

a voiced glottal stop /?/. 

Table 3.2.2.3. 

Apiko dental /ti (voiceless alveolar stop) 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

tipe ( type ) [ tipa ] r hima 1 
r tima 1 

mata ( eye ) [ mata ] ...., 
[ mafia ] 

[ mata ] 

obat (medicine ) [ obat ] [ oma? ] 
[ omat ] 

3.2.2.4. APIKO DENTAL /d/ (VOICED ALVEOLAR STOP) 

Phoneme apiko dental /d/, which is produced by the tip of the 

tongue that is raised to the upper teeth, is pronounced wel l  by informants 
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of cleft lip while informants of cleft palate substitute nasalized apiko 

alveolar /ru for phoneme apiko dental /d/, or voiced alveolar stop. 

In producing the phoneme, the tongue makes contact either with 

the front teeth, or with the alveolar ridge but the air is not obstructed. The 

result is nasalized apiko alveolar, which is a nasal form of apiko alveolar 

In/, or voiced alveolar nasal. 

Table 3.2.2.4. 

Apiko dental Id/ (voiced alveolar stop) 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

. .  dari ( from ) [ dali ] [ nahi ] 
[ da:i ] 

ada ( be )  ( ada ] [ aiia ] 

[ ada ] 

3.2.2.5. LAMINO ALVEOLAR /s/ (VOICELESS ALVEOLAR 

FRICATIVE) 

Phoneme !amino alveolar /s/, which is made by raising the tip 

and blade of the tongue to the alveolar ridge, cannot be produced by 

informants of cleft palate, while informants of cleft lip have no problem in 

producing the sound. Informants of cleft palate substitute murmured 

laringal /hi for phoneme !amino alveolar Isl, or voiceless alveolar fricative, 
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when the phoneme occurs in initial and medial positions. However, they 

eliminate it when the phoneme occurs in final position. 

Table 3.2.2.5. 

Voiceless lamina alveolar /s/ 

Words Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

sapi ( cow } [ sapi ] [ nami 1 
[ sami ] 

iseng (do something [ isar) ] [ ina11 ] 
for fun) 

[ isar) ] 
rames (provide with [ lamas ] ,..i 

[ hama: ] 
a mixture) N ( amas ] 

3.2.2.6. LAMINO ALVEOLAR /zl (VOICED ALVEOLAR FRICATIVE) 

Informant A2 of cleft lip and 81 , 82 and 83 of cleft palate 

cannot produce phoneme lamina alveolar lzl or voiced alveolar fricative. 

Informant A2 substitute voiced palatal approximant, or phoneme medic 

palatal /j/ for the phoneme, while informants B1 , 82 and 83 of cleft palate 

substitute murmured laringal /hi for it. In producing the phoneme, 

informants of cleft palate produce murmured laringal /hi to compensate for 

their inability to produce hissing sounds. 
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Table 3.2.2.6. 

Lamino alveolar lzl (voiced alveolar fricative) 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

zaman (period, epoch ) [ zaman ] [ hamal) 1 

[ jaman ] 

azas (principle) [ azas ] [ afla: ] 
[ ajas ] 

3.2.2.7. APIKO ALVEOLAR /r/ (VOICED ALVEOLAR TRILL) 

Phoneme apiko alveolar /r/, which is made by raising the tip of 

the tongue to the alveolar ridge, cannot be produced by neither informants 

of cleft lip nor those of cleft palate. They may substitute another sound for 

it or  eliminate it. Informant A 1 and A3 of cleft lip substitute phoneme apiko 

alveolar /I/ for phoneme apiko alveolar Ir/ when the phoneme occurs in all 

positions. This probably caused by the cleft itself or because they have 

lisping, that is inability to pronounce phoneme Ir/. 

Informants A2 of cleft lip has her own way to avoid this phoneme 

by eliminating phoneme apiko alveolar Ir/ when it occurs in all positions. 

On the other hand, informants of cleft palate either eliminate phoneme 

voiced alveolar trill /r/ when it occurs in final position, or substitute 

murmured laringal /fl/ for the phoneme apiko alveolar trill Ir/. In a normal 
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way of performing phoneme apiko alveolar trill, the tongue tip is held 

loosely near the alveolar ridge so that the flow of the air between them 
- ·  

sets them in motion, alternately sucking them together and blowing them 

apart, but the informants of cleft palate are unable to doing that. 

Table 3.2.2.7 

Apiko alveolar /r/ (voiced alveolar trill) 

Words Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

tames (provide with [ lamas ] [ nama: ] 
a mixture) 

[ amas 1 
sore ( afternoon ) [ sole ] [ none ] 

[ so:e 1 

ekor ( tail ) [ ekol ] [ eflo: ] 

[ eko: ] 

3.2.2.8. APIKO ALVEOLAR /I/ (VOICED ALVEOLAR LATERAL) 

Phoneme apiko alveolar /I/ or voiced alveolar lateral is 

pronounced well by informants A 1 and A3 of cleft lip. On the other hand, 

informant A2 of cleft lip and 61 ,  62 and 63 of cleft palate are not able to 

produce this phoneme. Informant A2 eliminates the phoneme when it 

occurs in all positions. Informant 61 ,  82 and 83 of cleft palate substitute 
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murmured laringal /fl/ for it when it occurs in initial and medial positions, 

and if the phoneme occurs in final position, they eliminate it. 

Table 3.2.2.8. 

Apiko alveolar /I/ (voiced alveolar lateral) 

Words Sound produced 

Inf onnants of cleft lip lnfonnants of cleft palate 

lama ( long ) [ lama ] [ hama ] 
[ ama ) 

nilai ( value ) I nilai ] [ ilihai ] 
[ ni:ai ] 

ama/ (charity) [ amal J [ ama: ] 
[ ama: ) 

3.2.2.9. APIKO ALVEOLAR /n/ (VOICED ALVEOLAR NASAL) 

- ·  

Phoneme apiko alveolar /n/ or voiced alveolar nasal is well 

pronounced by informants of cleft lip, but when it is pronounced by 

informants of cleft palate, it becomes very nasal. In pronouncing the 

phoneme, the tongue makes contact either with the front teeth, or with the 

alveolar ridge directly above them. The soft palate is down to give way to 

the air passes through the nasal cavity. Some of the airstream leads to the 

oral cavity but since there is connection between the mouth and the nose, 

it turns its way to the nasal cavity. As the result, informants of cleft palate 
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substitute nasalized apiko alveolar /n/ for phoneme apiko alveolar In/ when 

it occurs in initial and medial positions. When the phoneme occurs in final 

position, it is substituted by phoneme dorsovelar /fJ/ or voiced velar nasal. 

Table 3.2.2.9. 

Apiko alveolar /n/ (voiced alveolar nasal) 

Words Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

nilai ( value ) [ nilai ) [ n1flai ] 

[ ni:ai ] 
anak ( child ) [ ana? ] [ ana? ] 

[ ana? ] 

yakin (convinced) [ yakin ] [ flaflil] ] 
[ yakin ] 

3.2.2.10. LABIODENTAL /f/ (VOICELESS LABIODENTAL FRICATIVE) 

Informants A 1 and A3 of cleft lip are able to produce the sound 

labiodental /f/. Informant A2 of cleft lip is not able to pronounce phoneme 

labiodental /f/ or voiceless labiodental fricative. He substitutes phoneme 

labiodental /w/ for it when it occurs in all positions. Informants of cleft 

palate also unable to pronounce phoneme labiodental If/. They substitute 

murmured laringal /fl/ for it when it occurs in initial and medial positions, 

and vowel JUI when the phoneme occurs in final position. 
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Table 3.2.2. 1 0. 

Labiodental /fl {voiceless labiodental fricative) 

Words 

fakir ( poor) 

kafan (shroud of un-
bleached cotton) 

towaf (ceremony of 
circumambulation of 
the ka 'bah in mecca 
seven times) 

3.2.2.11. LABIODENTAL 

APPROXIMANT) 

-- - - � - -

Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

[ fak1 l ] [ hahl : ] 

[ wak1: ] 
[ kafan ] [ hahal] ] 
[ kawan ] 

- ---

[ towaf ] [ honaU J 
[ towaw ] 

/w/ (VOICED LABIAL-VELAR 

Phoneme labiodental /w/ is pronounced well by informants of 

cleft lip, but it is not pronounced properly by informants of cleft palate. 

They substitute murmured laringal /fl/ for the phoneme. 

Table 3.2.2. 1 1 .  

Labiodental /w/ (voiced labial-velar approximant) 

- - - --·-·· - -·---.. 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

wayang { puppet ) [ wayal) ] [ hahal) ] 

[ wayaf) ] 
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Words Sound produced 

Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 
----·--·--- -· ---

towaf (ceremony of [ towaf ] [ hohaU ] 
circumambulation of [ towaw ] the ka'bah in mecca 
seven times) . 

3.2.2.12. MEDIO PALATAL /cl (VOICELESS PALATAL AFFRICATE) 

Informants of cleft l ip are able to pronounce medic palatal /cl or 

voiceless palatal affricate. On the contrary, informants of cleft palate are 

not able to pronounce it. They substitute murmured laringal /fl/ for the 

phoneme. 

Table 3.2.2. 12. 

Medic palatal /cl (voiceless palatal affricate) 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip Informants of cleft palate 

---- - -··---- ·-·-- .. -� -----·- · - - - ··-· 

cari ( look for ) ( cali ] [ flafli ] 

[ ca:i] 

cacar (smallpox ) [ cacal ] [ flafla: ] 

[ caca: ] 
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3.2.2.13. MEDIC PALATAL /j/ (VOICED PALATAL AFFRICATE) 

Informants of cleft palate are not able to produce the sound of 

phoneme medic palatal /j/. Phoneme medio palatal /j/, or voiced palatal 

affricate, is substituted by murmured laringal /fl/. 

Table 3.2.2. 1 3. 

Medio palatal /j/ (voiced palatal affricate) 

Words Sound produced 
Informants of cleft lip 

jari (finger) [ jali ] 

[ ja:i J 
-· -·--·--- - · - - - - - - . . . .  -----·--

baju (shirt) [ baju ] 

[ maju ] 

3.2.2.14. DIPHTHONG /au/ 

Informants of cleft palate 

·-· 

[ flafli ] 

- -·- - - - - - · · · -

[ maflu 1 

Informants A2 of cleft lip and all informants of cleft palate are 

able to pronounce diphthong /au/, but informants A 1 and A3 of cleft lip 

cannot pronounce it. They substitute vowel lo/ for the diphthong when it 

occurs in initial position and vowel /0/ when it occurs in final position. 
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Table 3.2.2. 14. 

Diphthong /au/ 

Words Sound produced 

lnfonnants of cleft lip Inf onnants of cleft palate 

saudara (relative ) [ sodala ] ,., 
[ haunaha ] 

[ sauda:a ] 

lampau (past) [ ampO ] [ liam:mau ] 

[ am:mau ] 
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